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Understanding Application Integration
Application integration requirements come from many
sources, from traditional on-premises to cloud services.
And although many application integration solutions are
available, aligning the correct technology with the
business’ overall strategic objective is often a major
challenge for enterprises. Application integration
requirements are continuing to expand to a
much broader and wider spectrum. New
technologies of social networks, mobile devices,
and analytics have further added to the
complexity. Further, as applications move from
on-premises to cloud ser vices, CIOs, CTOs and IT
leaders face the challenge of getting the right
application integration project in place that
align with their business’ strategic roadmaps..

architects, Integration managers and other IT decision
makers (DMs) to consider an array of commercial and
technical evaluation criteria. The first step that
applications managers must take to is to identify the
broad approaches to an application integration project.

Executing Your Application
Integration Project
To simplify the process, identify the four basic
approaches1 for implementing integration projects:
1.

Approaching your Integration Project
Identifying and selecting the correct approach for your
application integration project is a complicated task.
With over a dozen types of integration products and
services available the right choice for integration is
massively influenced by a wide range of commercial and
technical criteria. The right approach to integration
should address the critical challenge of avoiding the
problems associated with inconsistency of data or
fragmentation of business processing. The wrong choice
can potentially result in increased cost of carrying out
the integration project and ultimately cause business
disruptions by failing to meet the organizational
objectives. To address this critical challenge, CIOs, CTOs,
Application Managers and other IT leaders are required
to select the right integration approach that best fits
their organizational objectives.

Choosing the Right Solution for Your
Application Integration Project

2.

3.

4.

Point-to-Point Integration Architecture:
Pair-wise integration between two systems
using custom code (e.g., for interface logic
into and out of the systems, and for
transformation of data, transactions or
records) and basic file transfer,
message-oriented middleware (MOM),
database replication or other
communication middleware.
On-Premises Integration Middleware:
Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
integration middleware software for
implementing one or more projects.
iPaaS: Cloud-delivered integration
functionality for implementing integration
projects.
Integration Brokerage: The outsourcing of
one-time integration project
implementation and ongoing management.

Each of the four approaches to an application integration
project can be commercially feasible and consolidating all
integration projects into one approach could very well be
the ideal choice for certain integration projects. However,
choosing one approach or a combination of two or more
approaches would entirely depend on the organizational
objective.

Choosing the best solution for an integration project
requires Application managers, (SaaS) managers, (SOA)
architects, Integration managers and other IT decision
makers (DMs) to consider an array of commercial and
technical evaluation criteria. The first step that
applications managers must take to is to identify the
broad approaches to an application integration project.

Point-to
Point
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Integration
Middleware
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Approach for Your Application Integration Project’’; Beyer Lheureux, J.,
B., Pezzini M., Thompson, J., Malinverno, P., May 31, 2012.
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Approaches for Application Integration projects:

The following scenarios describe the four approaches, the advantages and the challenges associated with each, to help
enterprises identify and select the best-fit approach for their application integration project.
Again, business may choose one approach and consolidate all their integration projects into it, or choose a combination of
two or more approaches. The choice should address their overall organizational objective.
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On-Premises Integration Middleware
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iPaaS
Description
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Integration Brokerage
Description

Attributes
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TekMindz’s 3Phase Structured Approach for Application Integration
TekMindz’s enterprise application integration practice helps enterprises in managing, deploying and integrating their
applications by aligning their application portfolio with their long term business strategies. We help enterprises assess their
application integration initiatives by defining application integration projects specific to their individual requirements
through our tailored methodology:

TekMindz’s 3Phase Structured Approach for Application Integration

Strategizing
Project Scope
Identifying functional dependencies
between the applications and the
external blocks.
Identify the data size, data type and
frequency of data transferred between
the dependent functional blocks.
Identify whether the integration is real
time based or offline.
Identfiy whether any massaging of data
is required or not.
Identifying integration approach that is
a consolidated approach or a singular
approach for integration.

Design
Select Technologies
Based on the approach selected,
Integration API designing, Database
Design id done; sample prototypes for
compled scenarios are developed.
Designing for failure scenarious is taken
into consideration.
In case there is any framework to be
used such as Enterprise Service Bus or
eCommerce portal or payment gateway
etc., required API designing is done.
Contracts are defined.

Build
Implementation
Based on the designing, implementation is done; unit integration test cased
are developed and white box testing is
done. Stubs are written where required.
Integration test scenarios are defined
and dedicated integration testing is
done.
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